27.

26.

15.

13.

team name___________
team number _________

__/2
__/1
__/2
__/1

__/1
__/2

__/2

__/1

__/2
__/1

__/1
__/2
__/1
__/2
__/1

Total Score
____/50

BONUS! CHALLENGES
___/3 43. 4614 Friendship.
___/5 44. Osceola Parklet Between Cypress Street and Powhattan Street.

__/1
__/1
__/2
__/1
__/1

__/1
__/1
__/1
__/1

__/1

__/1
__/1
__/1
__/1
__/1
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Anywhere Clues
28. Find “The Spirit of Bloomﬁeld” and bring it back to us.
29. Take a picture of your team together on a slide. Be creative! (P)
30. Find a Halloween ﬂag (P)
31. Take a picture of a member of your group wearing an Italian ﬂag (P)
32. It’s a good thing we aren’t here at night, because I think this neighborhood is full of vampires! Why else would
they brick in all those windows? Take a picture of a house that has chosen to brick out all the sun on one side. (P)
33. Bloomﬁeld houses tended to grow with the families in them. Show us a house that had an obvious, unmatching
addition. (P)
34. A personalized license plate. Anything will do, but funny ones are more enjoyable for the judges. (P)
35. A parking ticket on a car windshield. (Hopefully not on your own car!) (P)
36. There’s plenty of local support for the Steelers and the Penguins. Find a sign supporting the Pirates! (P)
37. Sometimes getting in the place is the hard part, show us a crazy set of steps or ramp attached to a front porch.
(P)
38. A sign advertising a food item named after a Pittsburgh sports hero (P)
39. Take a picture of a Bloomﬁeld Business Association sign (P)
40. A sign instructing you NOT to park on the sidewalk (P)
41. Take a picture with someone wearing Central Catholic gear. Go Vikings! (P)
42. A mayoral candidate’s sign (P)

Zone South
18. Find this lost bus shelter. (P)________________________
19. Whose smaller, you or a SMART car? Find a creative way to measure yourself against the car (length, height,
volume, anything goes) and make sure you come out the tinier of the two. (P)
20. UPMC is trying to go “green”, so they’re working on becoming paper-less. I can’t ﬁnd any other reason for
UPMC’s heartless closing of this Bloomﬁeld institution. Take a picture of your group crying in front. (Or, if it feels
more appropriate, partying.) (P)
21. What two late American authors meet in Bloomﬁeld everyday? We’ll give you a hint, it happens near the only
library in Bloomﬁeld. ___________________________
22. What’s on special today at Ritter’s? ___________________________
23. This might be the cutest Halloween decoration ever! Look at the witch and the ghost working together to sneak
into that house! Who else is with them? __________
24. Like MANhattan, but with more oomph...
25. I know Americans love their cars, but it looks like only cars live on this street. (P)
26. Where is this picture located _________________
27. Where is this picture located _________________

Zone East
13. Where is this picture located _____________________
14. Isn’t it a little early in the year for your pipes to be frozen?! (P) __________________
15. Where is this picture located _________________
16. Finish the sentence: “PLEASE CLEAN UP YOUR DOGS _____”
17. According to some grafﬁti, which Derrick Jensen book should I read? _________________________

Points Zone West
__/1 1. Find the park named for one of Pittsburgh’s fallen ofﬁcers and take a group picture at the sign with his name on it
(P)
__/1 2. Take a picture of your group in a war memorial (P)
__/2 3. This crack in the sidewalk is more like a subway... (P)
__/1 4. Take a picture of your team “playing ball” in an area where it is strictly forbidden (but where other athletics might
very well be permitted ;-) (P)
__/1 5. A bell you should NOT TOUCH! (P)
__/1 6. Bloomﬁeld is home to the City’s largest Halloween parade. Get your photo taken in a Halloween mask that is for
sale on Liberty Avenue. (P)
__/1 7. Take a picture where “hippies have to use the back door” (P)
__/1 8. What’s going to be in the new building on Millvale & Liberty? _________________
__/1 9. A bartender named Brian works at Lot 17. What is Brian’s nickname? _________________
__/1 10. In case you didn’t know gelato was an Italian treat, these folks made it look like another Italian standby. What is
the store and the menu item? ________________
__/1 11. If I wanted to stretch my pizza dollars, where would I go and on what two days of the week? __________________
__/1 12. If I wanted to buy seafood on a random back street in Pittsburgh, where would I go?__________________________

THE CLUES

bloomﬁeld

Del’s Bar & Ristorante DelPizzo
4428 Liberty Avenue

Finish Line

Starting Block
Friendship Park

W
E

S

Team Challenge 2
Osceola Parklet

Joan’s Hallmark of Bloomﬁeld (4748 Liberty Ave.)
7 Cee’s Restaurant (4741 Liberty Ave.)
Bloomﬁeld Business Association

special thanks to:

•You must make it to Del’s Bar & Ristorante DelPizzo 428 Liberty Avenue to turn in your answer sheet by 3:00pm
•Be sure your Team Name is written on your answer sheet
•Please only take pictures of the clues requiring pictures; extraneous pictures may cause you to lose points
•Upon arriving at Del’s, ONE member of your team will need to visit the three scoring stations, in any order:
o
Station 1 will check your written answers
o
Station 2 will check your photos and evidence
o
Station 3 will upload your pictures
•We will tally the scores as quickly as possible, show the photos, and announce the winners!

There are several types of questions. Questions marked with a (P) require you to take a picture of the thing we describe. Questions with a blank
require you to write the answer on your sheet. Some questions require you to bring things back to us. The pictures shown on this map are clues; you
must ﬁnd where they were taken. Record the location (using the number) on the map itself.

There are a lot of clues here. Almost certainly more than you can solve! Just try to get as many as possible, and don’t be frustrated if some of the
clues seem pretty hard. They’re probably hard for the other teams too! But keep your eyes open at all times. You never know when you’ll stumble
across an answer unexpectedly! Each of the clues are grouped by the area in which they appear. Some clues are harder than others! Hard ones
are worth two points. If you go into a store to take a picture, please ask for permission ﬁrst!

416 Friendship Avenue

instructions and rules:

Team Challenge 1

